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Laser-induced fluorescence is used to image the central plane of the mix region of two immis
liquids subject to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability at an acceleration of 70 times Earth’s gravity.
size of the mixing zone grows with coefficientab * 0.054. Individual bubbles are clearly resolved an
their structure is measured. The widths of the bubbles are narrower than recent models predic
internal structure in the bubbles appears after the mixing zone is established. This structure sug
cascade to small wavelengths. The cascade is required for molecular mix. [S0031-9007(98)058

PACS numbers: 47.20.Ma, 47.20.Ky
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If two fluids are accelerated at a rateg such that the
lighter fluid of density r1 pushes the heavier fluid of
density r2, any irregularity at the interface will grow.
This is the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability [1,2]. It
determines the shape of type-II supernova explosions [
it leads to premature mixing of inertial confinement fusio
(ICF) targets [4]; it also appears in terrestrial and nucle
physics, as summarized in Ref. [5].

In the RT instability, small amplitude perturbations a
the fluid interface grow as,exps

p
Akg td wherek is the

wave number,A is the Atwood numbersr2 2 r1dysr2 1

r1d, andt is the time sinceg began [2,6]. At amplitudes
larger than ,1yk, the modes grow more slowly and
couple nonlinearly [5,7–9]. A highly disordered mixing
zone (DMZ) eventually develops in which the initia
conditions are forgotten. The size of the DMZ an
the large scale structures within it then scale with th
single characteristic lengthAgt2. It is also presumed
that shear and inertia produce a cascade to sma
wavelengths [9–11]. This cascade is important becaus
leads to molecular mix which determines the constitutiv
properties in the DMZ such as composition (or density
energy, effective opacity, and equation of state. The tim
at which this cascade occurs is unknown.

The extent of the DMZ is defined by a bubble fron
which penetrates the heavy fluid ashb , abAgt2 and
a spike front which penetrates the light fluid ashs ,
asAgt2 [10,12–16]. The coefficientab is insensitive toA
whereasas increases withA [10,15]. Experiments [12–
14,16] using backlit photography obtain values ofab ,
0.06 0.07 that are larger than those found in 3D [10,17
and some 2D [12,17,18] hydrodynamic simulations, and
two-phase flow model [19] but similar to those found i
2D simulations which track the interface [20,21].

The average width of the large scale bubbles in t
DMZ is observed in backlit photographs to grow with mi
width [13,16], but measurements of individual bubble
have not been made. Backlit photography cannot meas
configurations within the DMZ so the cascade has n
been directly seen experimentally [10].

This Letter describes RT experiments using lase
induced fluorescence (LIF) which image the DMZ be
0031-9007y98y80(16)y3507(4)$15.00
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tween two immiscible liquids at Reynolds number o
order ,105. This Letter shows (i) the measuredab is
consistent with recent experiments [16], (ii) the measure
large scale bubble and spike widths increase with the s
of the DMZ but are narrower than models predict, an
(iii) there is an internal structure in the bubbles and spike
which appears after the DMZ is established and who
average size remains constant late in time.

The experiments use the Linear Electric Motor (LEM
[22] at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to acce
erate a container for 50 ms at a downward constantg ,
73g0 sg0  Earth’s gravityd. The fluid cavity is 73 mm
wide, 88 mm high, and 73 mm deep. For LIF, a lase
sheet parallel to the acceleration illuminates the centr
plane of the cavity from below. Images of the fluores
cence are recorded on 35-mm film.

The film images are digitized, converted to intensit
images, corrected for the absorption of the laser light b
dye molecules in the fluid, smoothed to reduce noise, a
adjusted for variations in the laser intensity across the ce
To avoid wall effects, only the central 62-mm width of the
cell is analyzed.

The fluids are decanesr1  0.73 gycm3d, and salt wa-
ter sr2  1.43 gycm3d plus a small amount of fluores-
cent dye (Kiton Red 620), giving an Atwood number o
A  0.34. The surfactant AOT is added to lower the in
terfacial tension to ultralow values by forming a micro
scopically thin microemulsion phase [23] at the interface
Glucose is added to the salt water to match its refracti
index to within 0.03% of that of decane.

Corrected film density images at 27 and 45 ms a
shown in the first column of Fig. 1. The net displacemen
of the cell due to the acceleration isZ so the characteristic
length is Agt2  2AZ. The planar coordinate system
moving with the cell isx, z, with z  0 at the original
interface.

The interfacial tensions stabilizes the RT growth of
perturbations with small wavelengths, leading to a mod
of fastest growth with wavelengthlFG  2p

p
3y2 ,c,

where ,c is the capillary length,2
c  2syfsr2 2 r1dgg

[24]. In the present experiment,,c  0.10 mm at 73g0,
so lFG , 0.7 mm with ane-folding time [24] ,0.9 ms.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3507
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FIG. 1(color). Images from a single run at two times illustrating the various types of processed images. The corrected film-
images are used to generate the bilevel images. The bilevel images are used to generate the edge images and the envelo
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When the amplitude becomes,1yk , 0.1 mm, the mode
saturates. Thus, by 27 ms (the top image in Fig. 1), t
system has evolved into the DMZ regime.

The images are processed (Fig. 1) into bilevel and ed
images to emphasize the internal structures, and envel
images to display the large scale features. The bile
image is generated from the corrected film-density ima
by mapping all pixels with less than,50% intensity
to 0%, and all pixels with greater than,50% intensity
to 100%. The cutoff level used for the mapping i
chosen to keep the same number of pixels in each flu
(conservation of volume). The bilevel image is used
generate (i) the edge image using the Roberts edge met
[25] and (ii) the envelope image using single-value
(in x) bubble and spike envelopes. The lower (bubbl
envelope function is obtained by finding the value ofz at
which the maximum penetration of the top fluid into th
bottom fluid occurs. The spike envelope is similar but o
top. In the envelope image, the region between the tw
envelope functions is shown in black to mimic the back
photographs [12–14,16]. The resolution of the process
images is,1 mm [26].

The width of the DMZ is obtained from the bileve
image. Backlit photographs [12–14,16] obtain the wid
by measuring the penetration of the bubble and spi
fronts. The present data sample only one plane of t
DMZ, so fewer bubbles and spikes are observed.
overcome the reduced statistics, a new penetration de
is defined from the projection of the bilevel image ont
the z axis, as shown in Fig. 2. The projection is plotte
as a density profile and generally has many fluctuatio
so it is fit to a straight line. The bubble (spike) penetratio
hb shsd is defined as the distance between the intersect
of the straight line withr2 sr1d and the original location
of the flat interfacesz  0d. The latter can be measured
to within ,1 mm. The present definitions ofhb and hs

are statistically robust because they depend on the en
profile.
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The variation ofhb and hs with 2AZ appears linear,
as shown in Fig. 3. This collection of data represen
six separate runs, recording three images per run. T
errors are the same size as the plot symbols and
due to the uncertainty in the location of the origina
interface. The data are fit to straight lines [13,18],h 
h0 1 a2AZ. The linear fits in Fig. 3 giveab  0.054 6

0.003 and as  0.062 6 0.003. The value of ab is
,10% smaller than theab  0.061 obtained in backlit
photography [16], which is shown as the upper dashe
line in Fig. 3(a). This is expected because the laser sh
may not illuminate the most penetrating bubbles or spik
or their tips. This effect is greater later in time when
there are only a small number of bubbles (2–4) with larg
penetrations. Thus, backlit photography is not serious
contaminated by wall effects. The present measureme
of ab is ,7% higher than theab  0.05 obtained found
in 3D hydrodynamic simulations [10,17], as shown in th
lower dashed line in Fig. 3(a). The simulations obtainhb

andhs from the 99%, 1% [10] points of a volume-fraction
profile. The simulation results appear to be low.

Finally, the ratiohsyhb ø 1.1 6 0.05 is obtained by
calculating hsyhb for each data point. The error bars

FIG. 2. The projection of the bilevel images of Fig. 1 onto
the z axis. The projection is normalized to the density of th
fluids. The definitions of bubbleshbd and spikeshsd penetration
distances are shown.
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FIG. 3. (a) Bubble hb and (b) spike hs penetrations vs
the characteristic length2AZ. The solid lines are (a)hb 
20.45 1 0.054s2AZd and (b)hs  20.95 1 0.062s2AZd. The
dashed lines in (a) showab  0.061 (upper line) and 0.05
(lower line).

reflect the sensitivity of this ratio to the location of the
flat interface. This ratio is in agreement with previou
data [12] and 3D simulations [10] but lower than the 1.
predicted from 2D simulations [21] and models [15,27
for A  0.34.

The images in Fig. 1 suggest that the widths of th
bubbles and spikes increase with time. This is clear
seen in the envelope images, which are used to meas
the bubble widths. The1 symbols in Fig. 4(a) show
the widths of bubbles with penetrations greater tha
,0.82hb versushb 1 hs. There is much scatter in data
but the bubble widthsdo increase withhb 1 hs.

The size of structures can also be deduced from t
bilevel image by calculating its correlation functionAx

in the x direction. Let Axsx0, z1d be the correlation
function of a horizontal line atz  z1. ThenAx is the
sum over allAx ’s:

Axsx0d 
X
z1

Axsx0, z1d


X
z1

X
x

IMGsx, z1dIMGsx 1 x0, z1d ,

FIG. 4. The large scale structure size. (a) The individu
bubble widths s1d, measured from the envelope images v
hb 1 hs. (b) The correlation functionAx vs x0 obtained from
s– – – –d early ands d late time bilevel images in Fig. 1.
S', the e21 width, andW', the 5% width, are indicated. The
filled symbols in (a) are the measuredW's. The straight line
in (a) is kW l  1.7 mm 1 0.077shb 1 hsd.
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where IMGsx, zd is the pixel value, either black or
white, atsx, zd. The actual calculations minimize aliasing
and correct for the finite sample size as described
Ref. [26].

Figure 4(b) shows the normalizedAx vs x0 for the two
bilevel images in Fig. 1. The shape ofAx is determined
by the underlying size distribution of structure widths
The present study chooses to characterizeAx by its e21

width, S', and its 5% width,W'. Calculations [26]
on bilevel images of sample distributions show that th
average width of structures is,2 3S' and thatW' ,
2 3S' if the underlying size distribution has a single
characteristic length. For an underlying size distributio
with some long-length tail,2 3S' is the average size of
structures andW' , the size of the largest structures.
For the present data,W' , 3S' until hb 1 hs , 30 mm
and thenW'yS' increases withhb 1 hs. Late in time,
therefore,S' and W' are measuring two different sizes.
2S' is approximately the average width of the interna
structures, whereasW' is the average width of the larger
structures, the bubbles and spikes. (The bubbles a
spikes are treated the same in these calculations beca
hb ø hs.)

Figure 4(a) shows this interpretation ofW' is valid
becauseW' (filled circles) agrees with the measured
individual bubble widths. The straight line fit toW'

is ø1.7 mm 1 0.077shb 1 hsd ø 1.7 mm 1 0.15hb

(usinghb ø hs), but there is scatter of650%.
The ratio of bubble penetration to bubble size is a pa

rameter of many models [9,15,20,28–30], but the defi
nition used varies widely. In this Letter, the measure
ratio is hbyW' ø 2 6 consistent with Mikaelian’s ana-
lytical model [11]. The Glimm-Sharp bubble merger
model [9,20,29] usesRc, the radius of curvature of
the bubble tip as a measure of bubble size, and pr
dicts hby2Rc ø 1 [30]. In the bubble-interaction model
of Alon et al. [15] hbykLl  0.5ys1 1 Ad ø 0.4, where
kLl  P0yn (P0  width of the image andn  number
of rising bubbles in the image). This predicts an av
erage of 2–3 rising bubbles in the images in the to
row of Fig. 1, and ,1 rising bubble in the images
in the bottom row. This appears inconsistent with ou
observations.

The internal structure, seen in the bilevel and edg
images of Fig. 1, has an average width of,2S'. Fig-
ure 5(a) shows that2S' levels off when hb 1 hs ,
30 mm or 2AZ , 270 mm. A different aspect of the
internal structure is measured by the amount of con
tact area between the mixing fluids. The contact are
is important because it determines the opportunities f
particle and energy exchanges. In the 2D edge ima
in Fig. 1, the contact area reduces to the perimeterP,
that is, the length of the white pixels. Figure 5(b) plots
P 2 P0 vs hb 1 hs. (P has been reduced by 20% to
correct for digitization errors.) The data are fit to a
straight line,P 2 P0  kpslP0shb 1 hsd, wherekpsl is
3509
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FIG. 5. The small scale structure size. (a) The avera
structure width 2S' vs hb 1 hs. The resolution limit and
lFG do not limit the measured2S'. The error bars are due
to the resolution. (b) Perimeter length vshb 1 hs. Line
is P 2 P0  0.58 mm21 P0shb 1 hsd, whereP0  62.5 mm.
Error bars of120% P were obtained by comparing the film-
density and bilevel images of the large spike in the righ
hand corner of the late time image of Fig. 1 and countin
the perimeter ofall missed features. This is probably an
overestimate of the true error.

the average perimeter density. The fit yieldskpsl ,
0.58 mm21. Thus, the2S' ,2-mm-wide objects are dis-
tributed in such a way that, on average, each mm2 of
area in the DMZ contains,0.58 mm of perimeter at
all times. Note that the edge images in Fig. 1 have th
same densities of white pixels, consistent withkpsl being
constant.

The internal structure measured byS' andkpsl is prob-
ably related to a cascade to small wavelengths, but the
tails of the cascade are difficult to measure because
smallest length scales have very little area or length. T
internal structure appears after the DMZ is establishe
whenS' levels off [Fig. 5(a)]. Note that numerical sim-
ulations [12,20,21,31] and Mikaelian’s analytical mode
[11] have seen an internal structure, but it is not include
in two-phase scaling models [9,15,20,28–30] although
affects the local Atwood number.

In summary, a statistically robust definition forhb and
hs finds lower limits onab ø 0.054 6 0.003 and as ø
0.062 6 0.003 (for A  0.34) consistent with recent ex-
periments [16]sab  0.061d, but still higher than in 3D
simulations [10,17] or models [19]sab  0.045 0.05d.
The width of the large scale features scale withhb 1 hs,
but with a wide distribution, and are narrower tha
models predict [15,30]. The internal structures, me
sured withS' and kpsl, appear after the DMZ has been
established.
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